California ISO Readiness Notes

Title: New Column in BSAP to Display JOU Aggregate Base MWs for All JOU Children

Expected Production Date: Monday, August 22, 2022

Link to associated training documents (if applicable): N/A

Contact: CustomerReadiness@caiso.com or submit a CIDI ticket

TCR(s) or Project Associated: Spring 2022 SIBR Updates

Details: The following changes will be effective as of Monday, August 22, 2022, by 14:00 Pacific Time

In the Base Schedule Aggregation Portal (BSAP), on the Base Schedule tab, a column has been added titled JOU. This add on allows for a Joint Owned Utility (JOU) to show the aggregate energy megawatt (EN MW) base from all resource for all JOU children under a JOU parent.

This change is being implemented on the BSAP User Interface (UI) only. The JOU column will only populate if there is a base schedule submitted for the JOU child.

The following BSAP screenshot shows where this change will be viewed.